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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report represents the findings of a traffic management study in Otford undertaken on
behalf of Otford Parish Council (OPC). A working party was formed to carry out a
comprehensive review of traffic management across the village to identify traffic challenges
and solutions. The objective of this study has been to form an integrated traffic strategy for
Otford and to produce a vision to address traffic management in the medium to long term.
The background research undertaken for this study identifies a broad range of traffic-related
issues and supporting evidence (Section 2). This report and strategy is closely aligned to the
six defining traffic concerns of residents (Section 3). The key concerns for each traffic issue,
research undertaken and conclusions reached have been set out alongside the
recommendations (Section 4). In order to address these traffic concerns we have consistently
sought to prioritise:












Improvements to safety and accessibility for all residents, especially the vulnerable
Reduce the danger and perceived threat created by vehicular traffic
Ease congestion through management of on and off-road parking
Encourage use of alternative modes of transport by improving accessibility
Develop improved footway infrastructure and cycling opportunities
Encourage Active Travel
Change travel behaviour and attitudes towards travel; particularly short car journeys
Manage rising traffic volume
Minimise damage to environment, health and noise caused by high volumes of traffic
Improve social cohesion by reducing factors causing isolation
Help local businesses and shops by increasing footfall

An unexpected outcome identified by this study has been the issue of road safety and social
exclusion. Members of our community, especially children, the elderly and the disabled, are
effectively cut off from the heart of the village or prevented from accessing public transport
because they no longer feel safe walking or crossing the road. Lack of accessibility has
become a barrier to participating in local life or undertaking wider travel and has social equity
implications. Mobility and connectivity are important factors that highway authorities ought
to included in the decision making process alongside road safety. Priority for safety measures
must focus less on road traffic accident statistics that do not consider under reporting, or the
‘fear factor’, which results in the public withdrawing from using roads perceived as
dangerous. This is the case on many roads in Otford and also encourages unnecessary short
car journeys.
In accordance with Kent Highway guidelines justification (Section 2) for the proposed traffic
management schemes and the benefits of achieving these goals are clearly illustrated
throughout this report. These proposals have been designed to align with current legislation
and regulation on best practice and, above all, are necessary to comply with the Equalities Act
(2010) and legislation on the statutory duty of our local authority to preserve the character of
its conservation areas (Section 2.5).
Public demand for improvements to speed and safety has been the driving force behind the
study and the proposals being put forward. A petition for a 20mph speed limit for Otford,
which to date has over 900 signatures, demonstrates the strength of public feeling and a
consensus for safer roads and the many benefits that will bring to all members of society.
1

1

INTRODUCTION

Traffic management has been an issue in Otford for many years and despite several attempts to
improve how traffic is managed this continues to be a problem. Increases in the volume of traffic
from potential development on the boundaries of the village will compound traffic management
concerns and led to the formation of the Traffic Management Working Party (TMWP) by Otford
Parish Council to see what could be done.
The objective of the TMWP was to undertake a comprehensive review of traffic management
across the village to identify traffic challenges and to provide solutions through a traffic
management strategy. This strategy has been developed by building on the findings of the work
carried out in this study (Appendix 1).
The purpose of this report is to provide the Parish Council and other stakeholders with a better
understanding of how traffic is affecting the village and where improvements need to be made.
Proposals for improvements to manage all aspects of traffic management are set out in a number of
recommendations throughout this report. The overall aim of these recommendations is to make
Otford a safer, cleaner and more attractive place to live, work and visit.
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BACKGROUND

2.1

HISTORY OF TRAFFIC CONCERNS

Over the years there have been many surveys and petitions which show that traffic management is
a major concern for residents in the village. There are two noteworthy surveys in particular, sent to
every household in Otford, that demonstrate overwhelmingly that traffic speed and safety are a
priority for residents.
The first, the 2001 Parish Plan questionnaire, showed that over 80% of respondents had concerns
about traffic speed and 67% were in favour of a 20mph limit. The second survey carried out by the
Otford Society in 2008 on road safety showed that 91.6% of respondents were concerned about
traffic speed, 64% were in favour of a 20mph limit for the High Street and 59% felt more
pedestrian crossings were needed. The results of these surveys are consistent and show an increase
in concern on traffic speed and safety over the years.
A petition in 1999 for traffic calming in the High Street led to the implementation of a trial scheme.
It was acknowledged by Sevenoaks District Council (SDC) that road safety improvements were a
priority for the High Street and funding was set aside for traffic calming measures and a 20mph
limit. Although the scheme was ultimately rejected by residents, analysis of the public consultation
results showed support for speed reduction and that it was the measures proposed (a series of speed
cushions) that were unpopular (Appendix 2.1).
A fatality on Pilgrims Way East (PWE) in 2015 led to another petition with nearly 200 signatures
for a 20mph limit in the village. Following speed surveys carried out by Kent County Council
(KCC) Highways the appeal was turned down. The main reason cited by KCC Highways was that
traffic speed was too high for a 20mph limit without traffic calming and such measures were
unsuitable for PWE.
2

The Parish Council has raised traffic concerns with KCC Highways on many occasions, but due to
limited resources and funding only a few improvements have been implemented. Residents
continue to campaign for traffic calming and safety measures and a petition for a 20mph limit in he
village has to date collected over 900 signatures.
2.2

ROAD TRAFFIC ACCIDENTS & SAFETY

Department for Transport (DfT) data for Otford on traffic and pedestrian incidents going back to
2005 has been analysed. Over this time period a total of seventy one accidents, ten serious and two
fatalities (one in PWE Kemsing boundary) were recorded. The number of accidents recorded
annually by the emergency services is consistent over this time period (Figure.1).
Fig. 1
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The DfT data over the same time period shows that accidents are spread fairly evenly across the
main access roads as well as PWE and Rye Lane (Figure 2). The widespread nature of these
incidents demonstrates the need for improvements to traffic management across the village; not just
in the High Street as suggested in previous schemes.

Fig. 2
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Minor accidents which are not attended by the emergency services are not recorded in the official
figures, but they are often reported to the Otford Parish Council. The Parish records show that the
total number of traffic accidents is much higher than the official figures (Appendix 2.2); National
Travel Survey data suggests that there are around five times more injuries to adults than police
collision data1.
A number of the incidents reported have involved pedestrians who have been hit by the wing
mirrors of passing vehicles; last autumn a two-year-old child was hit by the wing mirror of a
passing vehicle whilst walking to school with their mother along the narrow pavement near to the
Bull pub. Fortunately, the child was not hurt badly, nonetheless, this highlights the risk faced by
pedestrians on a daily basis.
All the available data analysed shows that traffic incidents have not dropped over the period
studied despite initiatives to slow traffic down, such as the Otford Society 30mph limit campaign
or SpeedWatch.

2.3

TRAFFIC VOLUME

The District Council has been set a housing target of nearly 14,000 new homes by 2035 and has
identified 255 potential sites across Sevenoaks. Most of the land available for development is
towards the north of Sevenoaks with several large-scale potential developments identified near the
boundaries of Otford. These include Bat and Ball, Dunton Green, Fort Halstead and Badgers
Mount, a total of over 3,770 potential new homes (Appendix 2.3); each new home will put at least
another two cars on the road. Smaller developments are also proposed for Otford, Sevenoaks Road
and Kemsing adding a further 130 potential new homes as well as commercial developments
around Otford (Figure 3).
Potential development
in and around Otford
Otford

Fig. 3

Otford is not under threat from development within the village, but by development around its
boundaries, with the majority of large-scale development to the west of the village; local facilities
and transport links have not been built into these plans. As the proposals stand at the moment, the
closest supermarkets will be in Dunton Green and Otford. Otford will also be the nearest, or least
4

congested, route to retail parks with a range of superstores as well as a significant industrial estate
(Figure 4). Heavy congestion at the Bat and Ball junction from potential large-scale developments
in this area will also encourage traffic from Dunton Green and the developments to the west to take
the quickest route through Otford. The volume of traffic through the village will inevitably
increase and have a negative impact on its residents and its character, and could be harmful to its
historic buildings. As highlighted in Section 2.5, SDC have a statutory duty to preserve areas of
historic interest and must fulfil their legal duty to mitigate the negative effect of these new
developments on our historic village.
Fig. 4
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DfT statistics for 2017 show that traffic on rural A roads was at its highest level ever recorded last
year with a rise of 2.1%, and that traffic volume trends are on the rise (Figure 5). There are
currently no plans to improve road infrastructure in the Sevenoaks area to cope with the increase in
traffic volume and the traffic concerns highlighted in Section 3 will become an even greater issue,
particularly to the west of the village.
Fig. 5
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2.5

REGULATION & LEGISLATION

2.5.1

Dft Guidance (2013) Setting Speed Limits

DfT (2013) guidance on setting local speed limits states that, ‘Traffic authorities need to consider
the needs of all road users and the local community, not just drivers, when setting speed limits, and
that local authorities have an obligation to review their speed limits to make sure they are correct’.
This is particularly relevant where there are, or could be, pedestrians and cyclists. In such cases,
the Highway authorities can introduce, ‘20mph speed limits or zones on major streets where there
are, or could be, significant numbers of journeys on foot, and/or where pedal cycle movements are
an important consideration’. Local authorities are also asked to consider the introduction of such
measures in, ‘Built up village streets that are primarily residential to ensure greater safety for
pedestrians and cyclists’.
Given the high volume of foot traffic in Otford, and the demand for improvements to road safety
highlighted in Section 2.1, there is clearly justification for a review of traffic speed. KCC
Highways criteria to determine new safety measures centres almost exclusively on the history of
collisions and disregards DfT guidance that also includes the composition of road users, including
existing and potential levels of vulnerable road users, as an important factor.
2.5.2

Equalities Act (2010)

Local authorities also have a duty to consider the needs of those groups covered by the Equalities
Act (2010) known as those with ‘protected characteristics’, for example disability, age and gender.
The Act states that, ‘The needs of vulnerable road users must be fully taken into account to
encourage these modes of travel and improve their safety’. This means, for example, that if a local
authority were to put in a barrier on a cycle route to prevent motorbikes, but it also prevented
someone in a wheelchair from accessing the path it may be in breach of the Disability Act. Since
age is included as a protected characteristic, road crossings for example need to be equally usable
by the old and the young; children under the age of twelve have difficulty judging traffic speed2,
not reducing speeds in an area where children might want to cross could be regarded as negligent.
Moreover, if people are prevented from using the road because they are too frightened then the
speed needs to be reduced. KCC policy also proposes to identify where 20mph schemes can be
implemented that would encourage more walking and cycling notwithstanding the casualty record.
This change is intended to assist with delivering targets set out in Kent’s Joint Health and Well
Being Strategy.
The extracts from the DfT regulation on traffic speed and the Equalities Act are particularly
relevant to Otford. The level of vulnerable road users in the village is high with three primary
schools, several school buses dropping children off on the A225 and a number of roads with a high
percentage of elderly residents in the centre of the village. Further, Otford residents, as shown in
Section 4.5.3, have expressed a strong desire to walk or cycle to local amenities, meeting KCC’s
Well Being Strategy and Active Travel stated objectives, but many are prevented from doing so
due to a lack of suitable pedestrian infrastructure and safety concerns.
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2.5.3

Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990

Where there are particular areas of architectural or historical interest the local planning authority
has a statutory duty where desirable to, ‘Preserve or enhance the character or appearance of these
areas’. The Act also covers thousands of listed buildings and, ‘Local authorities must have special
regard for the desirability of preserving the listed building or its setting’.
Detailed policies on historic buildings and conservation areas are set out in the Planning Policy
Guidance Note 15 (PPG15) (DOE, 1994) which offers specific advice on reconciling transport and
townscape issues. It recommends that highway authorities should reflect the need to protect the
historic environment through the more detailed aspects of road building and road maintenance.
The English Historic Towns Forum in 1994 with the support of the DfT, English Heritage and
others, set up the Historic Core Zones project. This project investigated how traffic management or
calming schemes could be designed to suit areas of special historic character.
Generally, the schemes reduced the traffic flows on the affected roads by up to a third, and mean
speeds by up to 7mph. There are no standard solutions for historic areas, but KCC Highways
might consider whether some of the elements of these schemes could be appropriate for Otford.

7

3

TRAFFIC ISSUES

This section lists all of the traffic management concerns identified by the TMWP. The proposed
solutions and recommendations are discussed in Section 4.
TRAFFIC SPEED
 Speed compliance
 Excessive speeding on wider, straighter roads
 Traffic volume
 Enforcement
PEDESTRIAN SAFETY
Pedestrian crossings:
 Insufficient crossing points; only one zebra crossing serving the whole village
 Refuge-islands; less suitable for visually impaired and those with other disabilities
 Refuge-islands; less safe on roads with high traffic volumes and speed
 Lack of safe crossing points; restrict/prevent access to village amenities





Narrow pavements and no footways:
Pickmoss Step; insufficient space for buggies and disabled users
No footways; encourage higher traffic speeds and risk to pedestrians
No footways; cut off communities and prevent access to village amenities
No footways; encourage short car journeys

ADVISORY SIGNAGE
 Insufficient safety signage around schools
 Insufficient HGV warning signs
 Too much signage
 Confusing signage
 Signage in poor condition
CONGESTION
 Rush hour traffic; long delays on main access roads and Pilgrims Way East
 School pick-ups/drop offs; cause congestion on High Street and block village car park
 Nuisance parking; causes congestion and long delays
LOCAL TRAFFIC
 Lack of or inadequate walking & cycling infrastructure; encourages short car journeys
 Heavy goods vehicles (HGVs); cause congestion, excessive noise and vibration
 Lack of public transport; to local towns and villages
 Bypass; to reduce congestion and traffic volume
PARKING
 Village and Station car parks; insufficient space
 On-street parking; safety issues
 School parking; causes congestion and blocks village car park
 Nuisance parking; causes congestion and long delays
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4

RECOMMENDATIONS

4.1

TRAFFIC SPEED

Traffic speed is by far the greatest traffic concern of residents and visitors, as identified in Section
2.1. The volume of traffic and traffic speed are creating safety issues for both motorists and
pedestrians. Drivers report that it has become increasingly difficult and dangerous to pull out of
side roads and pedestrians feel that walking into the village is no longer safe.
Speed surveys on the main roads in the village show that the speed limit is being ignored with
average speeds of 37mph on wider and straighter sections of these roads (Appendix 4.1a).
Nationally, 53% of car drivers exceed 30mph limits and 19% exceed 35mph; drivers know that the
unofficial 10% tolerance rule (plus 2mph) means that only speeds of 35mph and greater will be
enforced. With little help on offer from traffic police, enforcement is difficult and speeding
continues; a new approach is needed to bring traffic speed down in the village.
Recent studies, supported by all the major road safety organisations, show that a 30mph limit is no
longer considered safe where vehicles and pedestrians mix3. Analysis of pedestrian related traffic
accidents found that 85% of fatalities were in collisions that occurred at impact speeds below
40mph, 45% at less than 30 mph and 5% at speeds below 20mph4. At 30mph vehicles are
travelling at 44 feet (about 3 car lengths) each second5: one blink and the driver may fail to see the
early warning brake lights; a short glance away and the movement of a child behind a parked car
will be missed.
Reducing the speed limit from 30mph to 20mph in built-up areas is one of the most effective ways
of making roads safer for children, the elderly and vulnerable road users. In a 20mph limit 20%
fewer people are injured and pedestrians are seven times more likely to survive an accident than at
30mph; a 1mph reduction in average speeds cuts accidents by 6%6. The Royal Society for the
Prevention of Accidents (RoSPA) strongly supports the use of 20mph zones as an effective means
of reducing road crashes and casualties and as a very effective way of protecting the most
vulnerable road users, including children, pedestrians and cyclists7.
A reduction in speed to 20mph would bring numerous other benefits too, such as reduced pollution,
quieter streets and encourages active travel promoting healthier lifestyles8.9 A 20mph limit is also
a great enabler for highway authorities as it reduces safety requirements, such as lighting, the need
for zebra crossings or pelican crossings (pedestrian traffic lights) which are expensive and the need
for segregation between motorists and other road users.
Our research into speed limits shows that for a busy village like Otford with a high number of
journeys carried out on foot that the appropriate speed limit should be 20mph; other parishes have
also implemented 20mph speed limits (Appendix 4.1b). The 20mph speed limit should extend
across the village to create a 20mph zone to provide safe access to all amenities (Figure 6). Whilst
a 20mph zone is assumed, more detailed analysis may show that a wide area limit scheme is also
possible.
Pilgrims Way West (PWW). Incidents concerning dangerous driving on this road where the
national speed limit applies have been reported. The speed limit has been reviewed and is
considered inappropriate for this narrow twisty stretch of road. It is recommended that where the
national speed limit applies this is deregulated to 40mph to connect with the 40mph limit on
London Road at the M25 bridge.
9



Fig. 6

Proposed 20mph zone

Recommendation 4.1: Traffic Speed
Area wide 20mph zone (travelling at 25mph only adds 6 seconds for every mile travelled):
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

High Street (Pond to Rye Lane)
Pilgrims Way West (Rye Lane to Telston Lane).
Station Road (Pond to PWE)
Shoreham Road (PWE to Hillydeal).
Pilgrims Way East to Otford boundary to include Row Dow.
Sevenoaks Road (Pond to Beadles garage).

Revised speed limit:
g) Deregulate national speed limit on PWW to 40mph.
Note: 20mph zone may include side roads.
For consideration: A reduction in the speed limit on the dual carriageway maybe necessary in
order to have a 20mph limit on Sevenoaks Road.
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4.1.1

Traffic Calming

A 20mph limit or zone may require some traffic calming measures to control vehicle speed and the
pros and cons of various options have been explored10. The reduction in speed from traffic calming
is dependent on the type of engineering measures introduced, but research shows that speed tables,
large flat raised area (Figure 7), and road narrowing generally reduce vehicle speeds to below
20mph11. Injury accidents in a 20mph zone are reduced by 60% (67% for children) and traffic
volume is reduced by up to 30%12.
Speed Table

Fig. 7

Informal Pedestrian Crossing

Fig. 8

Having considered all the options, a combination of measures is recommended. Conventional
traffic calming methods have been kept to a minimum and measures more sympathetic to the
characteristics of the village and conservation area, such as psychological traffic calming, have
been explored instead. Psychological traffic calming uses subtle techniques such as planting and
paving to enhance natural road profiles to increase driver awareness of their surroundings to get
drivers to slow traffic down (Appendix 4.1.1). These methods would be used alongside the
pedestrian safety measures and the speed tables proposed in Section 4.2. Road narrowing
techniques using cross hatching (white road markings) to narrow roads and rumble strips (raised
strips across the road to create audible warning and vibration) at Gateways to alert drivers that they
are entering a village are also proposed.
Otford has a thriving community, a busy High Street and a wealth of amenities. The combination
of high traffic speeds, narrow roads, inadequate pavements and lack of footways make access to
these difficult and dangerous. A self-enforcing 20mph zone with traffic calming features to control
speeds 24 hours a day is recommended to address these concerns.
Recommendation 4.1.1: Traffic Calming
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)

Pedestrian safety measures.
Speed tables (large flat raised areas with ramps not speed bumps for pedestrian crossings).
Build-out for Pickmoss Step, High Street.
Road narrowing techniques, such as cross hatching.
Rumble strips at Gateways (these would not be placed close to residential properties).
Psychological traffic calming.

Note 1: Location of pedestrian safety measures are in Section 4.2.
2: Photographs and details of proposals for this Section are in Appendix 4.1.1 and 4.2.
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4.2

PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

The combination of fast moving traffic and ever decreasing gaps in the flow of traffic are
increasing the level of risk to pedestrian safety for residents and visitors. Pedestrian safety is
compromised further by inadequate and unsuitable pedestrian crossing points and a lack of
footways and narrow pavements. Otford, unlike most villages, has three main roads converging at
its centre, yet there is only one zebra crossing serving the whole village and a few pedestrian
refuge-islands that are not ideal for vulnerable road users. As a result, residents and visitors are
forced to take risks crossing busy roads to access village amenities and public transport.
New and improved pedestrian crossing points are required and various options have been
researched13. To determine the most appropriate type of pedestrian crossing traffic surveys would
be required to calculate pedestrian demand, traffic volume and speed as well as a site survey of the
physical environment and nearby amenities.
4.2.1

Zebra Crossings

In principle, zebra crossings are an ideal way to cross the road safely as they give priority to
pedestrians, but frequently drivers ignore pedestrians even after they have stepped out onto the
crossing and safety is compromised. This is increasingly the case with the zebra crossing on the
High Street and it is recommended that this is upgraded with a speed table; increases safety by up
to 80%14. As highlighted in Section 4.1, safety requirements are reduced at slower speeds and in a
20mph zone it would be possible to incorporate several new informal pedestrian crossings (Figure
8); slower speeds increase crossing opportunities. Informal pedestrian crossings are uncontrolled
(no pedestrian lights or Belisha Beacons) and do not require street lighting and are typically used
where speeds are slower. Informal crossings can be formed using tactile paving, coloured
surfacing (including stripes), speed tables and street furniture to raise driver awareness that
pedestrians maybe crossing. The reduction in safety requirements and substantially reduced costs
would allow for several new informal pedestrian crossings on all main roads if a 20mph zone was
introduced.
Generally, zebra crossings are not installed on roads with 85th percentile speeds of 35mph or
greater and where the two-way traffic flow is greater than 500 vehicles an hour. It is possible
based on speed tests from 2010 (Appendix 4.1a), that the A225 may not qualify for Zebra crossings
and Pelican crossings may have to be considered. A high volume of pedestrians is also a factor as
constant demand at a zebra crossing on busy roads can cause congestion and usually in this case
refuge-islands are preferred or Pelican crossings; both of these options would require lighting in a
30mph limit.
4.2.2

Refuge-Islands

Refuge-islands are generally not suitable for high volumes of pedestrians due to the lack of space
and where there is demand from unaccompanied children, the elderly, visually impaired or those
with walking difficulties; high traffic speed and traffic volume are also a factor. A number of the
refuge-islands in the village are unsuitable for these reasons and require upgrades to increase
safety. The refuge-island at the Woodman Pub is a prime example as it only has space for one
pedestrian making it completely unsuitable for road users who need assistance crossing the road
and offers little protection from passing traffic.
12

A combination of new crossing points and upgrades to existing refuge-islands to include informal
crossing and speed tables where necessary are recommended to provide safe crossing points across
the village and to increase the level of safety for all users, especially vulnerable road users.
4.2.3

Narrow Pavements, Lack of Footways and Pickmoss Step

The proximity of traffic to pedestrians due to narrow pavements and lack of footways is a real
concern as highlighted in Section 3. High traffic speeds increase the level of this risk and many
feel it is too dangerous to go on foot and choose to drive instead. Slowing traffic down to 20mph
would considerably improve the level of safety on narrow roads and encourage more walking and
cycling. To further improve safety, and provide access from all corners of the village, new and
improved footways are also required. These are discussed further in Section 4.5.
The narrowing of the pavement in the High Street at Pickmoss due to the step is restricting access
for pedestrians from the west of the village, particularly for those with children, buggies and the
disabled; 61% of pupils attending the primary school currently live in the west of the village
(Section 4.6.8). Finding a solution to this problem has been challenging and several ideas have
been explored. The most practical option would be a build-out15 (extended pavement) around the
step to create a pinch point (reduces the width of carriageway to a single lane). A pinch point
would also provide much needed traffic calming entering the High Street and the vicinity of the
primary school. The trial traffic calming scheme discussed in Section 2.1 included a pinch point to
the west of the High Street and traffic tests showed that this did not cause congestion or increase
the levels of congestion (Appendix 2.1).
The options to improve pedestrian safety and increase the number of crossing points in the current
30mph speed limit are limited due to safety regulation and cost; KCC Highways are unlikely to
fund more than one new crossing. A 20mph zone as outlined in Section 4.1 combined with the
traffic calming measures described in this Section is the only realistic option available to deliver
several safe crossing points and improve safety throughout the village to allow all road users to
access amenities safely and to discourage short car journeys.

Recommendation 4.2: Pedestrian Safety
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

High Street: Upgrade zebra crossing with speed table (increases safety by up to 80%).
High Street: Build-out at Pickmoss step to create pinch point.
PWW:
New refuge-island with informal crossing (near Telston Lane bus stop).
Station Rd:
Upgrade refuge-island (near Station) with speed table & informal crossing.
Station Rd:
Enlarge refuge-island (near Woodman Pub) and add an informal crossing.
Station Rd:
New refuge-island (near Colet’s Orchard) and informal crossing.
Shoreham Rd: New refuge-island (near Greenhill Road) and informal crossing.
Sevenoaks Rd: Upgrade one refuge-island with speed table & informal crossing.

Note: Photographs and further details on proposals can be found in Appendix 4.2.
For consideration: DfT guidelines state that traffic calming measures do not require lighting in a
20mph limit; however it is possible KCC Highways may decide it is necessary in certain locations
for specific safety reasons.
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4.3

ADVISORY SIGNAGE

Traffic signs are an essential part of traffic management and have an important role to play in road
safety and reducing congestion. The over-provision of signs can dilute these important safety
messages or cause driver confusion leading to longer journey times. The proliferation of signage,
and signage in poor condition, is also a blight on our landscape and in the case of Otford is not
sympathetic to its rural setting and status as an area of outstanding natural beauty.
A doubling of traffic signs over the last 20 years led to a government initiative in 2016 to de-clutter
streets and new regulation to reduce the number of unnecessary signs; particularly parking signs.
Under this legislation councils were given new powers to remove unnecessary and unwanted
signage to minimise visual clutter. A DfT leaflet on Reducing Sign Clutter recommends that local
authorities audit their traffic signs on a regular basis and that an audit of existing signs is
undertaken before new signs are introduced; this is strongly recommended.
Local authorities are also advised to work closely with communities on all aspects of planning new
signs, including placement and appropriateness, as well as ensuring that signs are sympathetic to
their environment; as outlined in the Village Design Statement (VDS) and in the Otford
Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (2010). Capitalising on this directive to
ensure that Otford Parish Council are consulted on all aspects of advisory signage is recommended
to ensure that any new traffic schemes do not add to the problem of sign clutter.
The Conservation Area Appraisal and Management Plan (2010) also states that, ‘Much of the
existing signage including street signs is just standard units that display no special status for use in
historic areas. This is poor. Also, these signs are often old and neglected,’ and ‘A regular liaison
meeting between traffic engineers and conservation officers could be scheduled. This would
inform KCC Highways of any conservation issues and provide a useful forum’. This is also
strongly recommended.
A review of advisory signage has been carried out to look at sign clutter, deficiencies and signage
in poor condition and a programme of removal and renewal drawn up (Appendix 4.3). An
overhaul of advisory signs is recommended to improve safety and driver behaviour as well as
enhance the character of our historic village.

Recommendation 4.3: Advisory Signage
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

Remove obsolete and unnecessary signage.
Improve safety signage.
Improve HGV signage with width, height and weight restrictions.
Improve local information signage.
Replace defective signage.
Carryout signage audit before new schemes are implemented
Consult with KCC Highways and SDC Conservation Officers on new signage and audit.
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4.4

CONGESTION

Congestion is a growing problem in the village. At peak times, reports of long delays of up to 40
minutes to get from one side of the village to the other are common. Bottle-necks at the pond
where the two main roads meet are the main issue and have a knock-on effect throughout the
village. Nuisance parking on Station Road is another factor causing traffic to tail back to the pond
and parking on the High Street causes congestion to the west of the village. Tailbacks along
Pilgrims Way East (PWE) are another major concern with queues frequently extending beyond the
Otford boundary. The predicted increases in traffic volume highlighted in Section 2.3, will only
add to the levels of congestion and the negative impact this has on the local economy, health and
quality of life.
The working party has looked at these issues in detail with KCC Highways and the following ideas
for each location have been explored and conclusions reached.
4.4.1

The Pond

The main cause of congestion at the pond arises when the two lanes at the Station Road exit are
reduced to one lane by vehicles parking illegally on the pond or when vehicles queuing to turn right
block the left filter. Problems also arise from nuisance parking on Station Road causing tailbacks
to the pond. Options explored:
a) Increase width of left filter by removing the parking space outside the pharmacy.
b) Increase width of right hand filter by reducing the grass verge at the pond.
c) Alter the priority at the Station Road exit to create a roundabout system.
d) Introduce parking restrictions on Station Road.
e) Introduce no parking restrictions on the pond at peak times.
The reaction from KCC Highways and SDC on these suggestions:
a) All parking bays would have to be removed and replaced with double yellow lines to work.
b) Would not improve traffic flow and the Willow tree would have to be removed.
c) Traffic on A roads must have priority over traffic on B roads.
d) Traffic officers do not agree that parked cars on Station Road are a nuisance.
e) A public consultation would be required to change parking restrictions on the pond.
Taking into consideration the views of KCC Highways, it is recommended that measures are
introduced to prevent nuisance parking on the Pond and Station Road as well as road markings to
separate filter lanes. The parked vehicles on Station Road are also compromising safety accessing
Russell House School and increasing the risk of accidents with oncoming vehicles in narrower
sections of the road. If congestion does not ease, it is proposed that option (e) is examined. Long
term as traffic volume increases, altering the priority on the pond may need to be re-examined and
tests carried out to determine the flow of traffic on both roads.
4.4.2

PWE/Station Road Junction

The mouth of the junction is not wide enough to provide adequate filter lanes to accommodate the
volume of traffic on PWE and as a result long queues build. Problems arise when traffic is unable
to exit right from PWE, due to the speed and volume of approaching traffic from Shoreham Road,
and queues build blocking the left filter lane. Options explored:
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a) Increase the width of the junction to enlarge filter lanes (providing space for 2/4 extra cars).
b) Introduce a mini roundabout.
The reaction from KCC Highways on these suggestions:
a) Widening the junction on the left and/or right side is not possible due to proximity of trees,
location of BT cabinets and insufficient space on public land.
b) A mini roundabout not possible due to the lack of visibility at the bend on the approach
from Station Road and high speed of approaching traffic.
The response from KCC Highways has left us without a viable solution to congestion at this
location. Our research shows however that option (a) may be possible and that there is space to
widen the junction on the left side of the exit from PWE. The BT cables would, however, need to
be lowered which would be costly and agreement sought from KCC to use their land; this would be
a financially disproportionate solution to the current congestion issue. It is proposed that this idea
is re-examined as part of long term plans to manage increases in traffic volume. In the meantime,
the traffic calming proposals recommended in Section 4.1and 4.2 may have a positive impact on
congestion.
4.4.3

High Street

Overnight parking in the High Street is contributing to early morning congestion and when
combined with heavy traffic at the pond is significantly adding to journey times from the west of
the village. Parking on the High Street is currently permitted until 8.30am and it is recommended
that this is altered to 7.30am to improve the flow of traffic through the High Street to the pond.
Stopping and dropping off school children at the school gates is also another sauce of congestion,
as well as a safety issue, and a ‘Safer School Zone’ to prevent stopping or parking to improve
safety and traffic flow is recommended.
4.4.4

Bypass

A bypass for Otford has been considered and ruled out as an unrealistic option at this time. Traffic
volume is not high enough for KCC Highways to justify the cost of extensive traffic movement
surveys and the feasibility studies required for a bypass. A new road has previously been
considered by OPC to bypass the west of the village and as development and traffic volume
increase it is proposed that this idea is re-examined as part of long term traffic management plans.
Recommendation 4.4: Congestion
a) The Pond:
b) High St:
c) Parking:
Long term:
d) The Pond:
e) PWE:
f) New Road:

Cross-hatching beyond parking bays and to separate filter lanes.
Create a Safer School Zone to prevent stopping outside school.
New parking restrictions Section 4.6.
Consider altering the priority at Pond to create a roundabout system.
Consider widening the junction with Station Road.
Consider a new road to bypass the west of the village.

Note option d): Parking bays not permitted on a roundabout.
Note option e): Wider junctions are more difficult for pedestrians to cross safely.
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4.5

LOCAL TRAFFIC

Reducing local traffic by cutting the number of unnecessary short car journeys is part of the overall
strategy to ease congestion and free up parking. Research shows that 60% of journeys between 2
to 5 miles and 33% of journeys between 1 to 2 miles are made by car16. Making short journeys by
car also causes more pollutants as emissions systems do not work effectively on trips under 5
miles. Creating safe and attractive footways and cycling conditions are essential to change
behaviour and to encourage travel by physically active means (Active Travel).
4.5.1

Active Travel

Active Travel means completing a journey, or part of a journey, by walking or cycling to get to a
particular destination such as work, the shops or to visit friends. Active Travel does not include
walking and cycling purely for pleasure, health reasons, or walking the dog. As well as the
obvious health benefits17 Active Travel could help cut local traffic and ease parking problems at
busy times. Active Travel is endorsed by KCC who have an Active Travel policy and free app
(Kent Connected) to help plan journeys to include walking and cycling. To make Active Travel a
success the proposals in Section 4.1 for a 20mph zone and 4.2 for pedestrian safety measures as
well as new and improved footway infrastructure are essential.
4.5.2

School Traffic

Active Travel policies for schools developed by the sustainable transport charity, Sustrans, have
been particularly effective in reducing school traffic. Sustrans have worked with many schools
around the country to educate and promote the benefits of Active Travel for young people18. In
one case in Stockport where 26% of school children were driven to school Sustrans reduced this
figure to 6%; two thirds of pupils now regularly cycle, walk or scoot to school.
Currently 53% of children in the village primary school live in Otford, if the number of children
already walking to school was greater, this could make a significant difference to congestion
caused by school traffic. For those travelling longer distances, Active Travel could be incorporated
into part of the journey by creating several drop-off zones away from the village centre; easing
congestion and reducing pressure on the village car park. This will be discussed further in Section
4.6.8 on School Parking.
4.5.3

Footways and Cycling Infrastructure

The majority of residential areas in Otford are well served by footways which provide access to the
centre of the village and other amenities. A review of footway infrastructure across the village has
been carried out and a few weak points have been identified (Appendix 4.5.3). These weak points
would need to be addressed to provide access for all residents, especially vulnerable road users. To
make Active Travel a success all year round footways will need to be kept free from undergrowth
and in good condition through a programme of routine maintenance.
Narrow roads and the speed of traffic make cycling unsafe throughout the village. The roads are
not wide enough for cycling lanes and bicycles are not permitted on any footpaths. Slowing traffic
down by introducing a 20mph limit would improve safety for cyclists and reduce the need for
separate cycle routes; studies show that 20mph zones increase walking and cycling by over 20%.19
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The Parish Plan survey in 2006 showed that 81% of respondents would like more footways and
cycle routes developed, and 83% would like improvements to footways and cycling facilities. A
further 67% would like a cycle path on the A225; SDC are currently looking at several options for
a cycling route between Otford and Sevenoaks. There is clearly support for investment in our
footway infrastructure and demand for new and improved footways. Our schools would also like
to see more children walking to school and St. Michael’s School have offered help to provide a
new footpath along part of PWE by offering land along the edge of their boundary; this would
benefit the whole community. It is recommended that this idea is pursued and that other gaps in
the footway network are addressed to provide access to amenities for all residents.
4.5.4

Heavy Goods Vehicles (HGVs)

In order to encourage freight to use the strategic road network KCC has developed the Freight
Journey Planner. This is an online mapping tool specifically for HGVs to enable drivers to plan the
most effective routes within Kent and avoid routes with weight, width and height restrictions. The
information on the Freight Journey Planner feeds into HGV specific SatNavs to limit the routing of
HGVs from restricted and unsuitable routes. Many of the SatNav devices currently used by HGVs
are designed for use by cars and do not consider HGV restrictions.
Ensuring that Otford is included in the Kent Freight Journey Planner and updates to SatNav
technology is recommended. Promotion of the Lorry Watch scheme run by OPC for volunteers to
help report HGVs suspected of using unsuitable roads or ignoring HGV restrictions is also
recommended. HGV advisory signage is discussed in Section 4.3.
4.5.5

Public Transport

Otford has limited bus and train services providing links to local towns and villages. Without
significant improvements to the frequency of services it is difficult to see how the public could be
persuaded to leave their cars at home, despite big savings to be made in parking charges. Rural
transport is being reviewed by SDC and it is recommended that any improvements are promoted by
the OPC.
Recommendation 4.5: Local Traffic
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)
i)
j)
k)

Pilgrims Way East:
Shoreham Road:
Bubble. Rd-St Bart’s:
Long Walk to SR66:
PWW:
New footpath:
Maintenance:
Active travel:
Public transport:
HGVs:
Lorry Watch:

No footway (pedestrian bypass to be explored).
Extend footway to all properties.
Requires surface treatment.
Requires surface treatment.*
Extend footway from Twitton Meadows to Twitton Lane.
From west of village to link to Pickmoss footpath.
Programme of regular maintenance to keep footways open all year.
Promote Active Travel & ‘Kent Connected’ free app.
Promote new rural transport plans when developed.
Update Kent Freight Planner tool & SatNav technology for Otford.
Promote OPC Lorry Watch scheme.

*Path links Bubblestone area to Oxenhill Shaw and Palace Park Woods (map Appendix 5.5).
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4.6

PARKING

There is a general perception that Otford needs a second car park. The bumper to bumper on-street
parking gives the impression that both the village and station car parks are full. A wide-ranging
parking review has been carried out with surveys to measure parking provision in the village and
station car parks as well as on-road parking and long stay parking requirements.
4.6.1

Village and Station Car Parks

A survey to monitor parking provision in both the village and station car park was carried out over
two weeks to assess parking provision (Appendix 4.6.1).
Village car park: The results for the two weeks show that currently there is adequate parking
provision and capacity to cope with an increase in demand. The only time space is limited during
the week is at school drop offs/pick-ups and on only one occasion were there no spaces available
(Figure 9); on the weekends capacity can be an issue when sports matches are taking place. The
survey has, however, identified an issue concerning parking charges and the one-hour free tariff.
High Street businesses feel that this is having a negative impact on trade as it encourages customers
to rush back to their cars within the hour. In light of falling trade on the High Street it is
recommended that the parking tariff is reviewed.
The Station car park: The results of the survey illustrate that there is ample parking provision; even
after the first off peak trains have departed. It is possible, however, that the new Thames Link line
providing a service to London Bridge opening in 2019 may increase demand for parking and this
will need to be monitored.
Fig. 9

Village Car Park Survey - Jan/Feb 2018
Occupancy by day/time - combined results for two week period
February 2018
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Long Stay Parking

All businesses, and the primary school, were asked to take part in a survey to assess long stay
parking arrangements (Appendix 4.6.2). The results show that there are approximately 109
employees without off-street parking facilities. This group currently look for long stay parking in
the Bubblestone and Warham Road area. The village car park is generally not used for long-stay
parking due to the cost to park all-day and as shown by the village car park survey there would not
be enough room. A long stay car park is unlikely to provide a solution either unless it was free and
equally convenient. The current arrangement is working well, however, if numbers increase
significantly this would need to be reviewed. Long stay on-street parking could be reduced if the
recommendations in 4.6.6 were implemented.
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4.6.3

Parade Parking (Mon to Sat 8.30am - 6.30pm 2 hour waiting restriction)

The 2-hour waiting restriction implemented in 2015 has resolved the problem with commuter
parking and improved the turnover of spaces for customer parking. No changes required.
4.6.4

Bubblestone Area, Warham Rd & Tudors (Mon to Fri 9-10am & 2-3pm)

The restricted parking implemented in these areas to resolve the problem with commuter parking
has been successful. As shown by the staff parking survey, the Bubblestone and Warham Road
area are now occupied by local employees who are able to move their cars during the day to
comply with the waiting restrictions. This arrangement is working well.
4.6.5

Pond and High Street (Mon to Sat - 30 minute waiting restriction)

As part of the measures being examined to ease congestion at the pond the number of parking bays
and waiting restriction has been reviewed. As a potential solution, it is recommended that a no
waiting restriction is introduced during am and pm peak periods for one hour.
4.6.6

Sevenoaks Road (Mon to Fri 7.00-8.00 am)

The restriction implemented in 2015 has resolved the issue with commuter parking and provided
parking for school staff and other businesses; a large part of this space is also used by Beadles
garage staff. The all-day parking here does generate complaints and is deemed unsafe. A two-hour
waiting restriction on this road would be more suitable and free up much needed parking space for
school pickups/drop offs and visitors. This is recommended and a new location found to
accommodate school staff.
4.6.7

Nuisance Parking

The implementation of the restricted parking in 2015 has displaced some stubborn commuters to
Station Road. When the new parking restrictions were implemented it was agreed that commuter
migration would be monitored and measures implemented if necessary. Traffic Officers are not
convinced that there is an issue and have rejected claims for parking restrictions. A petition is
underway for waiting restrictions and a new appeal will be made.
4.6.8

School Parking

Currently the village car park serves as the main school drop off/pickup point for the primary
school. The car park is not large enough to cope with the volume of school traffic parking and
manoeuvring through the narrow entrance. This causes bottlenecks and queuing vehicles gridlock
the car park and High Street. A larger entrance is being considered by OPC which will help, but
this will not solve the problem and the pressure on parking spaces. A new car park just for school
traffic has been considered, but this is likely to displace the problem elsewhere and is not a
financially viable option (who would pay for it and maintain it?) and it would need to be as
convenient as the current car park. A completely new approach is required and alternative ideas
have been considered. The best option for school traffic would be to introduce a Park and Stride
scheme. Park and Stride schemes are designed for families who live too far away from the school
to walk and are particularly suitable for parents who then go onto work. Families are asked to park
five to ten minutes away from school and to complete the rest of the journey on foot, incorporating
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Active Travel into part of the school journey. The scheme would have the added benefit of
reducing congestion especially around the school entrance making it safer for school children;
successful schemes in Edinburgh have seen a drop of up to 80% in school traffic.
Many parents already park away from the school and walk and if a number of suitable locations
could be found more families could enjoy the benefits of walking to school. The scheme would
rely upon the goodwill of the community, but the community and businesses would benefit too
from less congestion and pressure on parking. Several locations, such as Church and pub car parks,
would be necessary around the village centre to cater for pupils commuting from all directions.
Currently, the number of pupils travelling from outside the village is evenly split between the west,
east and south with a much smaller number travelling from the north (Figure 10). The majority of
pupils living within the village, by a large margin, are travelling from the west end of the village
(Figure 11).
Direction of travel pupils living within Otford
(as at 5.7.18)

Direction of travel all pupils
(as at 5.7.18)
East 13%
North 7%

North 2%
Otford 53%

West 61%

East 26%

West 13%
South 11%
South 14%

Fig.10

Fig. 11

The Catholic Church car park would be an
0 ideal location for parents travelling from the west of the
village (currently being used by staff from OBMs) and freeing up parking on Sevenoaks Road, by
altering the parking restrictions as suggested in Sections 4.6.6, would provide room for twentyeight vehicles and could serve some of the school traffic approaching from the south, north and east
of the village; alternative arrangements for school staff parking would have to be considered. The
scheme would be simple to setup and free and would not only ease the burden on the village car
park at busy times, but reduce school-congestion by keeping school traffic away from the High
Street. A Park and Stride scheme together with the proposals in Section 4.5.2 to encourage Active
Travel for school children are recommended to reduce the pressure on parking at peak times.
Recommendation 4.6: Parking
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)

High Street:
High Street:
High Street:
Pond:
Station Road:
Sevenoaks Rd:
School parking:

Reduce parking restriction from 8.30am to 7.30am.
Review parking tariffs in village car park.
Increase entrance to village car park.
Introduce no waiting restriction at peak times.
Introduce no waiting restriction to prevent nuisance parking.
Introduce a 2-hour waiting only to create space for school parking.
Introduce a ‘Park and Stride’ scheme.

For consideration: To implement changes to waiting restriction on Sevenoaks Road
alternative parking arrangements would be required for school staff.
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5

IMPLEMENTATION

5.1

TRAFFIC SPEED AND PEDESTRIAN SAFETY

5.1.1

Scheme Design Costs

Fee proposals for scheme designs have been received from two traffic consultants (Appendix
5.1.1a). The fee proposals are split into two stages:
Phase 1: Preliminary design and submission to KCC for approval in principal (AIP):








Site inspection.
Feasibility report
Indicative drawings on layout and individual elements
Meeting with Otford Parish Council
Meeting with KCC Highways and amendments to drawings
Scheme costs with breakdown for each site
Summary report of preferred scheme.

Phase 2: Detailed design and construction drawings. The quotes for this phase are indicative as
the nature and detail of construction will not be known until phase 1 has been carried out.








Public consultation (details Section 6.2)
Detailed scheme design
Traffic regulation orders (TRO)
Road safety audits and amendments.
Technical input approval
Detailed scheme costs
Construction drawings & specification

Phase 1: Preliminary design for AIP (fixed fee exclusive of VAT):
Royal Haskoning ................................£8,100
Fairhurst ............................................£8,905
Phase 2: Detailed design drawings (indicative fee exclusive of VAT):
Royal Haskoning .................£9,625 - £12,020
Fairhurst ............................£25,000 - £30,000
Royal Haskoning have advised that a large part of the cost (£3,400) for phase 1 relates to tasks, site
visits and meetings that are irrespective of the number of measures. The remaining fee (£1,600)
relates to the seven sites and is approximately £230 per site for initial design and drafting. A
subsequent quote has also been provided and broken down into four stages to provide greater
flexibility on financial commitment and to reduce the risk of funding schemes which may not be
successful (Appendix 5.1.1b). The additional stages will allow the Parish Council to make an initial
assessment before committing to all stages in the first quote for Phase 1 and to carry out the
statutory consultation before expensive scheme designs are drawn up.
It should be noted that there are no guarantees of a successful outcome in progressing to the next
phase for each site or a final positive outcome. The subsequent fee structure, however, will limit
spending money on schemes that may not be successful and every effort will be made to seek
preliminary approval from KCC and other statutory undertakers before committing to the final
stage.
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5.1.2

Construction Costs

The above costs are built-in to the figures provided in the schedule of estimated costs (Appendix
5.1.2). Please note that these figures do not include traffic or pedestrian surveys if required; the
approximate cost for these is £500 - £700 per site.
5.1.3

Financial Risk

It is standard practice for the organisation paying for construction work on the highway to be
classified as the client. As such, they will have certain obligations to fulfil, as per Construction
Design and Management legislation (CDM 2015)20. Under this guidance, the client is responsible
for appointing a principle designer (usually the traffic consultant) and a principle contractor (usually
the local highway’s contractor) to ensure that health and safety risks are identified, reduced and
managed. The designer and contractor will be responsible for carrying out risk assessments
respectively absolving the client of any associated health and safety risks. The principal designer’s
contract can be extended to cover the construction phase to ensure that the contractor is fulfilling its
obligations on behalf of the client. The principal designer would take responsibility to ensure that
the Construction Phase Plan is properly prepared, any design during construction properly carried
out and that the Health and Safety File is completed at the end of construction. An additional fee of
£1,850.00 would be required and is recommended (Appendix 5.1.1c).
There is however a small element of liability during the construction phase which would not be
covered by the risk assessments; where OPC is funding schemes. These relate to unforeseen utility
plant being uncovered or damaged and significant delays due to weather. To mitigate or reduce
these risks utility companies would be asked to provide relevant information prior to construction.
If unforeseen utility plant is uncovered scheme designs may need to be amended and a ten per cent
contingency is recommended to cover for this eventuality. The other risk factors may be covered
under the OPC public liability insurance or an extension to the policy could be explored. Once
construction for a scheme is complete safety and maintenance will be the responsibility of KCC
Highways.
5.1.4

Funding

Funding from KCC Highways for traffic calming schemes and pedestrian safety improvements are
assessed and prioritised against the history of traffic and pedestrian related fatalities and serious
injuries. KCC Highways have indicated that based on current accident data, Otford is considered a
low priority and that funding would be unlikely. As detailed in Section 2.5, there are other factors
that highway authorities are asked to consider when prioritising new schemes, and if taken into
account, Otford may qualify for funding.
Funding sources include: KCC Highways, SDC Community Infrastructure Levy (CIL), Parish CIL,
Parish Reserves and County Councillor Member fund.
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5.1.5

Implementation Procedure and Timeline
PARISH COUNCIL

PARISH COUNCIL

- Results informal
consultation

- Public meeting - Traffic Proposals
- Public notices

- Update traffic proposals

- Informal Public Consultation

- Appoint traffic consultant

TRAFFIC CONSULTANT

TRAFFIC CONSULTANT

Stage 2

Stage 1

- Concept designs

- Confirm process & procedure

- Traffic surveys

- Preliminary Meeting with KCC

- Feasibility study
- Approval in principal KCC

TRAFFIC CONSULTANT

TRAFFIC CONSULTANT

Stage Three

Stage Four

- Road Safety Audit 1

- Detailed design drawings

- Formal Public Conultation

- Road Safety Audit 2

- Consultation results & report

- Application for TRO

HIGHWAYS

HIGHWAYS

Stage 1

Stage 2

- 21 days response to applicant

- TRO advertised

- 15 days application processed

- 20 days consultation results

HIGHWAYS

HIGHWAYS

Stage 3

Stage 4

- No objections TRO in 20 days

- The Order is advertised

- Objections decision referred to

- Implementation can begin after

Director of KCC Highways or
JTB

Order comes into force.

Parish
Council

Traffic
Consultant

KCC
Highways

3 months

4 months

3 months
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5.2

PSYCHOLOGICAL TRAFFIC CALMING

5.2.1

Scheme Design Costs

The consultant Ben Hamilton-Baillie, specialist on psychological traffic calming and author of the
booklet Traffic in Villages, has provided details on fees to provide an appraisal on traffic concerns
for Otford. Typically, an appraisal involves a site visit for a couple of days and a day or two to
prepare a report.
The approximate cost of this would be £1,700, depending on the level of detail required, and travel
expenses of £160. The traffic appraisal would include:
 Analysis and appraisal of traffic issues
 A report on initial recommendations
 A meeting to present principles for minimising impact of traffic
The details and costs for a project carried out by Hamilton-Baillie21 for the village of Buriton in
East Hampshire, a similar size to Otford, have been provided to give an idea on implementation
costs and what can be achieved (Appendix 5.2.1).
5.2.2

Funding

The majority of the project for Buriton was funded through several grants from various sources
including Hampshire Highways and a small amount from the Parish Council. The phased approach
for the project allowed Buriton Parish Council to start implementation before the money for the
whole project was raised and to comply with spending constraints for grant funding. The cost for
implementation of the first phase was £45,000 and was mainly funded by:







5.3

HCC Quality of Place Grant
HCC Hampshire Villages Initiative
EHDC Sustainable Transport Grant
South Downs Joint Committee Sustainable Development Fund
Developers' contributions for Open Spaces and Transport
Use of HCC budgeted "C-road" money
HCC County Councillor Member fund
ADVISORY SIGNAGE

The highway authority is responsible for maintaining and renewing advisory signage. There are no
obvious charges, but it is possible, despite the regulation mentioned in Section 4.3, that a complete
overhaul of advisory signage will be resisted by KCC Highways or a charge applied. A charge of
approximately £195 plus the cost of posts would apply for new signage. The signage review could
be included in the works to be carried out by the contractor.
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5.4

ACTIVE TRAVEL

5.4.1

Active Travel Programmes Costs

An Active Travel for Schools programme to help schools encourage children to walk, scoot or
cycle to school has been provided by Sustrans (Appendix 5.4.1a). Sustrans provide an eight week
programme for £3,000 which includes an officer for £300 per day for eight days plus one day
planning and resources for £300.
Cycling for Neighbourhoods and Family Programmes are also available for six months for thirty
families for £10,000 (Appendix 5.4.1b).
5.4.2

Funding

Possible funding sources: Sustainable transport grants, Travel plans for Schools grants or lottery
funding.

5.5

FOOTWAY INFRASTRUCTURE

5.5.1

Footpaths Costs

KCC Public Rights of Way have provided quotes for footpath (SR55) from Bubblestone Road to St
Bart’s Church and footpath (SR60) from Long Walk to access Palace Park Woods and Oxenhill
Woods (Appendix 5.5). Summary of costs:
Footpath SR50: To prepare and lay road plainings total cost = £6040,
Footpath SR66: To prepare and lay road plainings total cost = £1980
PWW:
Pedestrian bypass to be explored and footpath on St. Michael’s land.
5.5.2

Footways (pavements) Costs

PWW:

Shoreham Rd:
5.5.3

To provide a footway from Twitton Lane to Twitton Meadows is approx £120 per
linear metre. If there are utility assets under ground or ground is not
level costs could be higher.
Costs to be advised.

Maintenance

Footpaths and footways are maintained by KCC. Maintenance to clear undergrowth from
footpaths is carried out twice-yearly in May-June and July-September by KCC and additional
maintenance by OPC as required. Recommendations have been made in Section 4.5 for regular
maintenance of footpaths and routine reminders to landowners with properties bordering public
footways.
5.5.4

Funding

KCC have advised that the footway infrastructure required is not a priority and funding will not be
available. Possible funding: District/Parish CIL and Sustainable Transport grants.
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6

PUBLIC CONSULTATION

6.1

INFORMAL PUBLIC CONSULTATION

Early engagement with residents about the Traffic Management Study was made first made in
September 2017. A follow up article was placed in the February 2018 edition with information on
the extent of the study and the traffic solutions being considered. The traffic calming and speed
reduction proposals were on display at both the village and St Bartholomew’s fete. An article on
the conclusions of the study and information concerning an informal public consultation will be
placed in the October edition. Support for a 20mph limit for Otford with traffic calming has been
endorsed by all shops, restaurants, pubs and businesses on the High Street and the Parade as well as
the Primary school, Russell House School, St Michael’s school, the Otford Society and several
Road Associations throughout the village. A petition for a 20mph speed limit for Otford, which to
date has over 900 signatures, demonstrates the strength of public support for improvements to road
safety.
An informal public consultation will be undertaken on behalf of the Parish Council to seek the
views of residents on the proposed traffic management proposals. The consultation will include a
public meeting and a questionnaire on the traffic proposals. The questionnaire will be made
available on line and a paper copy hand delivered to every household in the village via the Parish
Newsletter. The results of the consultation will be made available in a follow up article in the
newsletter later in the year.

6.2

FORMAL PUBLIC CONSULTATION

A formal public consultation is required to obtain a Traffic Regulation Order (TRO) to change the
speed limit; this will be carried out by the traffic consultant. This is a statutory requirement and all
relevant stakeholders and the emergency services will be consulted. The applicant must be able to
demonstrate that prior consultation with stakeholders has been undertaken before an application for
a TRO is made. Generally, traffic calming measures do not require TRO’s, but if a scheme for a
20mph limit/zone is being applied for as a package with traffic calming measures these will be
included. The public consultation will be made via notifications in local newspapers, local notices
on site and via leaflets or letters to affected households. Objections generally have to be made in
writing and will be reviewed by the County Member and the Director of KCC Highways with the
Highway Officer’s recommendations. The Director of KCC Highways may decide to refer the
decision to the Joint Transportation Board (JTB).
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7

CONCLUSIONS

A multi-faceted approach has been used to form the traffic management recommendations and
traffic strategy. Alternative ideas have been considered to standard highway solutions and as a
combined package the recommendations have the capacity to address the traffic related concerns
identified in this report, as well as the potential to transform the village by revitalising its public
spaces and enhancing its distinctiveness.
The traffic plans are ambitious and successful implementation will be in most cases dependent
upon funding. A phased approach to implementation by area is suggested and a programme drawn
up with safety as the top priority. In total fifty recommendations have been proposed, seventeen of
which do not have costs attached. Many of these schemes are straightforward to implement and
could be rolled out quite quickly; Park and Stride, Active Travel, HGV rerouting and new parking
restrictions. These initiatives all have the potential to make a real difference to traffic management
and to ease congestion. It is proposed that these initiatives are progressed in a first phase of
implementation whilst the other more complex and costly recommendations are being considered.
The package of proposals recommended reflect the current concerns and aspirations of the large
majority of residents and stakeholders who represent Otford. These proposals have been designed
to take into account future increases in traffic volume and will provide a traffic management
strategy for the medium to long term.
Otford is an historic and attractive village in an area of outstanding natural beauty with a vibrant
community. The objective of these recommendations is to preserve the rural charm of the village,
and at the same time, make it a safer and more attractive to place to live, work and visit.
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